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Structural Variants (SVs) are biological sequence rearrangements of a

size greater than 50 base pairs (bp) that are found when comparing two or

more individuals. SVs are classified based on the type of rearrangement

including deletions, insertions, duplications, inversions, translocations, and

transpositions. An example of each SV type is featured in Figure I.

Figure I: SV Types

The detection of SVs, or SV calling, represents a growing research area

due to the role SVs play in the diversity of a species and in important

biological traits and diseases. Due to the roles that SVs play in genetics, a

considerable opportunity also exists for future studies on SVs to benefit

areas such as crop improvement and healthcare.

However, while the importance of structural variants has been

demonstrated in multiple studies, there remains no single best tool or

method with which SVs can be accurately identified. Further, there is often

a high degree of variance between each tool’s results. One probable source

of this variance is due to the range of different SV calling methods

available. A list of these popular SV calling methods is featured in Table I.

Table I: Popular SV Calling Methods

Another probable source of SV result variation is the complex nature of the

SV identification process due to several key outstanding challenges

including sequencing errors, highly repetitive genomes, pattern similarities

between SV types, and insufficient read length. Further details on the

impacts of these challenges are detailed in Table II.

Table II: SV Calling Challenges

BACKGROUND

OBJECTIVES

In this project, we chose six short-read or long-read SV callers to

assess their performance and accuracy when applied to a plant genome.

Additionally, we built a pipeline using these SV calling tools to incorporate

the strengths of each tool and to generate a more comprehensive and

accurate set of structural variants.

The proposed pipeline features a four-stage process, including read

preprocessing, read alignment, SV calling from multiple software tools,

and the cross comparison of SV caller results. Additionally, the pipeline

simplifies usability by requiring only a reference genome and raw sample

read data to complete execution.

Figure II: Pipeline Execution Flow

First, the pipeline preprocesses all short-read data using

Trimmomatic[1] to ensure that any leftover sequencing adapters and low-

quality reads are removed. Second, Bowtie2[2] or Minimap2[3] are

utilized to align the input read data to the reference assembly to generate

the required alignment files. Third, the alignment files are input to the

selected SV calling software tools. For details on the featured SV callers,

please consult Table III. Lastly, the identified SV results from all six SV

callers are filtered and compared using VCFTools[4] and BEDTools[5] to

identify any high-confidence SVs common between pairs of SV caller

results and which serve as the final pipeline outputs.

Table III: SV Caller Details

Finally, to complement and validate the pipeline’s results, another set of

SVs was also generated using whole genome comparison on both reference

assemblies. First, the reference assemblies were aligned using

MUMmer4[12] to provide valuable location data on any alignment gaps,

duplicated areas, and inverted regions. This alignment data was then

converted into Variant Call Format using custom scripts to create a valid

set that could be compared with SV caller outputs using BEDTools.

METHODOLOGY

To validate functionality, the pipeline was executed using two Brassica

nigra genomes (C2 and NI100)[13] available through the Crucifer Genome

Initiative (http://cruciferseq.ca) and NCBI. These data included both short

and long read data for each sample and their published reference

assemblies. Additional details about each input data are listed in Table IV.

Table IV: B. nigra Input Data

Using this data, the pipeline was successfully executed to generate

multiple SV caller outputs in Variant Call Format (VCF). As expected,

there was a high degree of variance in the total number of SV results

detected by each tool. To help reduce this variability, additional filtering

using VCFTools was used to remove low confidence SV calls based on

their reported quality scores. For this experiment, any reads with a quality

or MAPQ score below 20 were removed. Details on each SV caller’s

output before and after filtering are demonstrated in Table V.

Table V: Unfiltered and Filtered SV Caller Outputs

These filtered result sets were then evaluated using BEDTools intersect to

locate any results with at least 50% overlap common to multiple SV

callers. By overlapping the results, the variance in each tool’s output was

further demonstrated due to the sharp decline in matching result totals.

This decline was most apparent amongst the short-read SV callers which

featured no results in common between all three SV callers. This lack of

common SV results was also in stark contrast to the long-read SV callers

which had a large number of SV results in common between all three SV

callers. Details of the number of overlapping matches are detailed in

Figure III.

Figure III: SV Caller Intersection Set Details

Through a whole genome comparison of both B. nigra published reference

assemblies using MUMmer4, a validation set containing 88,942 total SVs

was successfully generated. However, these results are specific to the

chosen MUMmer4 configuration which required a minimum alignment

length of 100 and match cluster length of 500. Additional details on the

valid SV set are provided in Table VI.

Table VI: Valid SV Set Results

RESULTS RESULTS (CONT.)

Using BEDTools and the validation set allowed for an assessment of each

SV caller’s accuracy in terms of the percentage of SV results that were also

present in the valid set. First, the accuracy of each SV caller was evaluated

individually to provide a base measurement. The base accuracy results on

each SV caller are provided by Table VII.

Table VII: Individual SV Caller Accuracies

After establishing each SV caller’s base accuracy rates, an evaluation of

each SV intersection set was also performed to evaluate the effect of cross

comparison on result accuracy. Interestingly, the accuracy of the

intersection sets showed improved accuracy in most cases when compared

to an average of the base rates from the related SV callers with the

intersections of GRIDSS-Delly and GRIDSS-Manta being the only

exceptions. Additional details on the accuracy rates of each intersect set

and the relative change are provided in Table VIII.

Table VIII: SV Intersection Set Accuracy Details

The observed effect on SV accuracy when intersecting SV results is

encouraging; however, the use of this cross comparison also resulted in a

significant reduction in the total size of remaining SVs results. This

reduction represents a significant drawback to intersecting SV results as it

also indicates an increase in the number of missed true SV results and will

require further study to better understand.
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• Explore a comprehensive method of SV calling that utilizes different

data types and SV identification methods, and multiple software tools

• Objectively assess the accuracy of the chosen SV calling software when

applied using plant genome data

• Explore the effect of cross comparing SV software results on result

accuracy

• Explore whole genome comparison as a medium for the generation of an

experiment validation set
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FUTURE WORK

ABSTRACT
Structural variants (SVs) are rearrangements within a species’ genetic

sequence. They play significant a role in the diversity and evolution of a

species and have even been linked to many important biological traits.

While the importance of structural variants has been demonstrated in

multiple studies, there remains no one best tool or method with which SVs

can be accurately identified in all situations. Many new structural variant

identification tools, called SV callers, continue to be created annually that

take advantage of the advances in sequencing and computational

technology. However, the results produced from each SV caller can often

vary significantly. To explore the reduction of this variability and improve

the accuracy of results, this project seeks to explore the use of multiple

types of sequence data and multiple SV callers with the goal of obtaining a

more comprehensive and accurate set of structural variants. To that end, we

have created a pipeline that accepts raw short- and long-read data to

complete all the necessary steps to generate a set of resulting SVs.

Additionally, this project demonstrates the application of this pipeline

using the plant species Brassica nigra. Additionally, a validation set is also

generated from whole genome comparisons of B. nigra data to explore the

degree of variability and accuracy between short- and long-read SV callers

and to complement the final results.

SV Caller Read Type Detectable SVs

Delly [6] Short-read Deletions, Inversions, Tandem duplications, Translocations

GRIDSS [7] Short-read Deletions, Insertions, Inversions, Tandem duplications

Manta [8] Short-read Deletions, Insertions, Inversions, Tandem duplications, Translocations

Picky [9] Long-read Insertions, Deletions, Inversions, Duplications, Translocations

Sniffles [10] Long-read Deletions, Duplications, Insertions, Inversions, Translocations, Nested SVs

SVIM [11] Long-read Insertions, Deletions, Inversions, Duplications

From our results, there are a number of interesting developments that

present valuable future research opportunities, including:

• The inclusion of further data types such as High-C to measure the effect

of these data types on SV accuracy

• Further study into why there exists a substantially higher amount of

variance and lack of common SVs existed between all short-read SV

callers

• Exploring other strategies to reduce variability in SV caller results prior

to cross comparison to decrease reduction in result set size when applied

• An exploration into other methods and configurations to use in

comparing SV sets for common results

Sample Type Accession Total Reads

NI100 Short-read SRR8483023 169,240,387

NI100 Long-read SRR11820794 6,317,961

C2 Short-read SRR11906214 217,033,838

C2 Long-read SRR11906206 5,148,412

Intersection of Valid Match Total Size Accuracy Change

GRIDSS & Delly 11 25 44.00% -6.67%

Manta & Delly 238 297 80.13% 21.90%

Manta & GRIDSS 4 8 50.00% -5.08%

Sniffles & Picky 153,648 203,167 75.63% 22.61%

SVIM & Picky 6,000 9,038 66.39% 14.20%

SVIM & Sniffles 19,037 33,170 57.39% 2.28%

All LR SV Callers 5,405 7,766 69.60% 16.16%

SV Caller Valid Matches Total Size Accuracy

Delly 18,158 33,737 53.82%

GRIDSS 5,553 11,686 47.52%

Manta 1,078 1,721 62.64%

Picky 761,701 1,520,425 50.10%

Sniffles 662,625 1,184,461 55.94%

SVIM 28,527 52,550 54.29%

Deletions Insertions Duplications Inversions Total

B1 3,012 2,973 1,800 1,140 8,925

B2 4,434 4,312 3,098 1,600 13,444

B3 3,554 3,279 3,799 1,498 12,130

B4 3,330 3,170 2,503 1,528 10,531

B5 3,297 3,524 2,303 1,313 10,431

B6 3,316 3,188 2,894 1,619 11,017

B7 3,104 3,316 2,376 1,393 10,189

B8 3,900 3,724 2,992 1,653 12,269

Total 27,947 27,486 21,765 11,744 88,942

SV Caller Unfiltered Total Initial filtering total

Delly 107,199 33,737

GRIDSS 544,763 11,686

Manta 1,798 1,721

Picky 1,520,425 1,520,425

Sniffles 1,269,772 1,184,461

SVIM 1,042,108 52,550

Challenge Impact

Sequencing Errors Blurs patterns required by SV callers, reducing their accuracy

Highly Repetitive Genomes Complicates read alignment results which also reduces SV caller accuracy

SV Pattern Similarities Introduces need for interpretation by SV caller creating errors and variability

Read Length Accuracy decreases when combining evidence from multiple reads is required

Method Key feature Strength Weakness

Assembly
Aligns de Bruijn  assembly to 

reference
Detection of widest range of SVs

Slower and more computationally 

expensive

Read pair
Finds deviations in read length 

and orientation
Identifies multiple SV types

Inability to calculate the number of 

copies of variant present

Read 

depth

Finds deviations in expected 

read coverage
Identifies multiple SV types Ineffective SV break point resolution

Split read
Soft-clips reads to better align 

reads
Strong breakpoint resolution 

Often requires pairing with assembly 

method for full effectiveness

http://cruciferseq.ca/
https://github.com/TheJacksonLaboratory/Picky

